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(54) Overtravel pressure relief for a gas spring

(57) A piston rod housing assembly (14, 114, 214,
314, 414, 514, 614) for a gas spring (10) includes a piston
rod housing (44, 144, 244, 344, 444, 544, 644) having
an interior end (68, 168, 268) an exterior end (70, 170,
270) axially spaced from the interior end (68, 168, 268),
and an overtravel pressure relief passage (66, 166, 266,
366, 480, 580, 666) extending axially through the piston
rod housing (44, 144, 244, 344, 444, 544, 644) and in-

tersecting the exterior end (70, 170, 270). The assembly
(14, 114, 214, 314, 414, 514, 614) also includes an over-
travel pressure relief member (60, 160, 260, 360, 460,
560, 660) carried in the overtravel pressure relief pas-
sage (66, 166, 266, 366, 480, 580, 666) and having an
exterior end (64, 164, 264, 361, 462, 562, 661) that
projects axially beyond the piston rod housing (44, 144,
244, 344, 444, 544, 644).
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates generally to gas springs
and, more particularly, to overtravel pressure relief fea-
tures for gas springs.

Background

[0002] Gas springs are well known and have been
used in dies of presses for sheet metal stamping opera-
tions. For example, gas springs can be used as press
cushions, among many other types of applications. A
conventional gas spring includes a casing, a piston rod
carried in the casing, a bearing and seal housing held in
the casing by a retainer to guide and retain the piston rod
within the casing, and a pressure chamber to hold pres-
surized gas, typically nitrogen at an operating pressure
of, for example, 2,000 to 5,000 PSI in some applications.
The housing includes one or more bearings to guide
movement of the piston rod within the casing, and one
or more seals to prevent leakage from the pressure
chamber. The pressurized gas biases the piston rod to
an extended position, and yieldably resists movement of
the piston rod from the extended position to a retracted
position. But the piston rod may overtravel beyond a de-
sign-intent retracted position, and such overtravel may
result in undesirable overpressure and other conditions.

Summary

[0003] In at least one implementation, a gas spring for
forming equipment includes a casing including an axially
extending side wall, an open end, a transversely extend-
ing closed end wall axially spaced from the open end,
and a pressure chamber established in part by the side
and end walls to receive a gas under pressure. The gas
spring also includes a piston rod received at least in part
in the casing for reciprocation between extended and re-
tracted positions, and a piston rod housing received at
least in part in the casing between the piston rod and the
casing. The piston rod housing includes an interior end,
an exterior end axially spaced from the interior end, and
an overtravel pressure relief passage extending axially
through the piston rod housing and intersecting its exte-
rior end. The gas spring also includes an overtravel pres-
sure relief member carried in the overtravel pressure re-
lief passage and having an exterior end that projects ax-
ially beyond the piston rod housing.
[0004] In another implementation, a piston rod housing
assembly for a gas spring includes a piston rod housing
including an interior end, an exterior end axially spaced
from the interior end, and an overtravel pressure relief
passage extending axially through the piston rod housing
and intersecting the exterior end. The assembly also in-
cludes an overtravel pressure relief member carried in
the overtravel pressure relief passage and having an ex-

terior end that projects axially beyond the piston rod hous-
ing.
[0005] Some potential objects, features and advantag-
es of the gas spring and/or its components set forth herein
include providing a device that is readily usable with a
wide range of forming equipment, readily permits use of
common components among gas springs of different
configuration and construction, can be easily serviced
and its components replaced as needed, can be used in
a wide range of applications having different size and
force requirements, is readily adaptable to a wide range
of press configurations, includes an overtravel pressure
relief feature, and is of relatively simple design, econom-
ical manufacture and assembly, robust, durable, reliable
and in service has a long useful life. Of course, an appa-
ratus embodying the present invention may achieve
none, some, all or different objects, features or advan-
tages than those set forth with regard to the illustrative
embodiments disclosed herein.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0006] The following detailed description of preferred
embodiments and best mode will be set forth with regard
to the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a top view of a presently preferred form of
a gas spring with an overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber;
FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional view of the gas spring
of FIG. 1, taken along line 2-2 of FIG. 1, illustrating
a piston in an overtravel position with respect to a
casing;
FIG. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view of
a portion of the gas spring of FIG. 1, taken from oval
3 of FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary sectional view of a presently
preferred form of an assembly of a piston rod housing
and an overtravel pressure relief member;
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view of
the housing and member of FIG. 4, wherein the mem-
ber is illustrated as ruptured from an overtravel con-
dition;
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view of another
presently preferred form of an assembly of a piston
rod housing and an overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber;
FIG. 6A is a side view of another presently preferred
form of an overtravel pressure relief member;
FIG. 6B is an end view of the member of FIG. 6A;
FIG. 7 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view of
the housing and member of FIG. 6, wherein the hous-
ing is illustrated as ruptured from an overtravel con-
dition;
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view of another
presently preferred form of an assembly of a piston
rod housing and an overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber employing a pin that is directly actuated by a
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plate driver;
FIG. 9 is a an enlarged fragmentary sectional view
of the end of the pin that is employed in the embod-
iment of FIG. 8;
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary sectional view of another
presently preferred form of an assembly of a piston
rod housing and an overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber employing a housing fitting that is directly actu-
ated by a plate driver;
FIG. 11 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view
of the embodiment of FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is a side view of a housing fitting of FIGS.
10 and 11, illustrating the fitting in a ruptured condi-
tion;
FIG 13 is a perspective view of the fitting of FIGS.
10 and 11, illustrating the fitting in an unruptured con-
dition;
FIG. 14 is a fragmentary sectional view of another
presently preferred form of an assembly of a piston
rod housing and an overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber with a housing fitting that is directly actuated by
a die;
FIG. 15 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view
of a pin of the embodiment of FIG. 14;
FIG. 16 is a perspective view of the pin of the em-
bodiment of FIG. 14; and,
FIG. 17 is a fragmentary sectional view of another
presently preferred form of an assembly of a piston
rod housing and an overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber with a pin that is directly actuated by a die.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

[0007] Referring in more detail to the drawings, FIG. 1
illustrates a gas spring 10 that may be used in forming
equipment, for example, sheet metal stamping dies and
mechanical presses (not shown). In general, the gas
spring 10 may include a casing 12, a guide and seal as-
sembly 14 carried by the casing 12, a piston rod 16 carried
by the casing 12 and extending through the guide and
seal assembly 14, and a pressure chamber 17. An outer
axial end of the piston rod 16 may be engageable with
or by a die member or another portion of a press or piece
of forming equipment (not shown).
[0008] For example, one or more of the gas springs 10
may be used in various implementations in forming
equipment to provide a moveable component for support
of a forming die or a workpiece with a yielding force or a
return force. For example, in a binder ring implementa-
tion, the gas spring 10 may provide a yielding force
against a binder ring of a forming die to hold a metal
workpiece while another part of the forming die forms,
cuts, stretches, or bends the workpiece. In a lifter imple-
mentation, the gas spring 10 may provide a yielding force
and return force to lift a workpiece off of a surface of the
forming die or to otherwise maintain control of the work-
piece. In a cam tool implementation, the gas spring 10
may apply a yielding force to return a cam-activated tool

to its home position. Of course, the gas spring 10 may
be used in a wide range of other implementations.
[0009] According to the present disclosure, the gas
spring 10 includes an overstroke or overtravel pressure
relief feature 18 in the event of an overtravel condition of
the piston rod of a gas spring 10 may be used. As will be
discussed in greater detail below, the overtravel pressure
relief feature 18 may be part of the guide and seal
assembly14, may be in fluid communication with the
pressure chamber 17, and may function to allow pressu-
rized gas to be communicated out of the pressure cham-
ber 17, to provide protection in an overtravel condition,
including possible overpressure of gas in the pressure
chamber 17. The overtravel pressure relief feature 18
prevents gas in the pressure chamber 17 from exiting
the gas spring 10, absent an overtravel condition asso-
ciated with the gas spring 10. But in the event of an over-
travel condition, the overtravel pressure relief feature 18
may be activated to release pressurized gas from within
the pressure chamber 17 of the gas spring 10. As used
herein, the terminology "overtravel condition" includes a
condition where a die member, or any other machine
component with which the gas spring 10 interacts, caus-
es the piston rod to be retracted into the case travels
beyond a design intent position in the gas spring 10.
[0010] With reference to FIG. 2, the casing 12 may
include a side wall 20 that may terminate axially at a
closed end 22 and at an open end 24 that receives the
guide and seal assembly 14 and the piston rod 16 therein.
The pressure chamber 17 is established at least in part
by the side and end walls 20, 22 to receive a gas under
pressure. The closed end 22 may be a separate compo-
nent attached to the side wall 20, for example by a weld
joint, or may be integrally produced with the side wall 20.
The side wall 20 of the casing 12 has an inner surface
26 defining at least in part the pressure chamber 17, and
an outer surface 30. The casing 12 may be of generally
cylindrical shape, for example, wherein at least one of
the inner or outer surfaces 26, 30 is cylindrical. The inner
surface 26 of the side wall 20 may have a circumferential
retainer groove 32 constructed for receipt of a retainer,
shown here by way of example as a split ring 34, to main-
tain the gas spring 10 in its assembled state. To facilitate
mounting and locating the gas spring 10 within a press,
a pair of longitudinally spaced circumferential grooves
36, 38 may be machined, formed, or otherwise provided
in the outer surface 30 of the casing 12 adjacent its ends
22, 24. To admit gas into the gas spring 10, the casing
12 may include a passage or fill port 40 that may be pro-
vided through the closed end 22 of the casing 12 in any
suitable manner. The fill port 40 may include a threaded
passage 42 for coupling of a fill valve 41 (such as a
Schrader fill valve) to the casing 12. The closed end 22
of the casing 12 also may include a passage 39 in fluid
communication between and with the pressure chamber
17 and the fill port 40.
[0011] The guide and seal assembly 14 may be dis-
posed in the open end 24 of the casing 12 and may be
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sealingly coupled to the casing 12. The assembly 14 may
include a piston rod housing 44, a guide bushing 46, a
rod seal 48, a seal backup 47, a rod wiper 50, a dust
cover 52, an O-ring casing seal 54, and a seal backup
56, all of which may be carried by the housing 44. The
guide bushing 46 may be composed of any suitable low
friction material, and may be sized to slidably engage the
piston rod 16 to guide the piston rod 16 for axial recipro-
cation within the casing 12. The housing 44 may include
a shoulder 45 in an outer surface thereof to cooperate
with the split ring 34, which may removably retain the
housing 44 in the casing 12.
[0012] The piston rod 16 is disposed at least in part in
the casing 12 and through the guide and seal assembly
14 for reciprocation along an axis A between extended
and retracted positions over a cycle of the gas spring 10
including a retraction stroke and an extension or return
stroke. The piston rod 16 is acted on by pressurized gas
in the pressure chamber 17 to bias the piston rod 16
toward the extended position, and away from the retract-
ed position. The piston rod 16 extends out of the casing
12 through the guide and seal assembly housing 44, and
includes an outer axial end, and an inner axial end dis-
posed in the casing 12 and that may be radially enlarged
and engageable with a portion of the piston rod housing
44 to retain the piston rod 16 in the casing 12. The piston
rod 16 is in sealing engagement with the rod seal 48 and
in sliding engagement with the piston rod bushing 46 for
guided relative movement between the extended and re-
tracted positions.
[0013] The overtravel pressure relief feature 18 may
include a hollow rod, pin, or tube 60 carried by the piston
rod housing 44 in communication with the pressure
chamber 17 at an interior end 62. The tube 60 extends
axially proud of or beyond the housing 44 and the casing
12 at an exterior end 64. The interior end 62 may be
open, and the exterior end 64 may be closed. The tube
60 also extends axially beyond the piston 16 when the
piston 16 has travelled past a design-intent fully retracted
position, as illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, such that an
axially outer surface of the piston 16 is located between
an axially outer surface of the exterior end 64 of the tube
60 and the open end 24 of the casing 12. The tube 60
may be carried in a through passage 66 in the housing
44. The passage 66 may extend axially between and
intersects an interior end 68 of the housing 44 and an
exterior end 70 of the housing 44, and radially between
radially inner and outer peripheries of the housing 44.
[0014] The tube 60 may be coupled to the housing 44
in any suitable manner. For example, the tube interior
end 62 may be flared to establish a shoulder to engage
the interior end 68 of the housing 44 and axially retain
the tube 60 to the housing 44. The tube 60 may have an
interference fit within the passage 66, for example, by
press fit, shrink fit, or in any other suitable manner. The
exterior end 64 of the tube 60 may include a shoulder 72
to engage the exterior end 70 of the housing 44 and ax-
ially retain the tube 60 to the housing 44. The tube 60

may be axially trapped in the housing 44, for example,
where the tube 60 is both flared at the interior end 68 of
the housing 44 and has the shoulder 72 at the exterior
end 70 of the housing 44, or in any other suitable manner.
[0015] The overtravel pressure relief feature 18 also
may include a tube protective cover 74 carried around
the exterior end 64 of the tube 60. The cover 74 may
include a first surface 76 positioned against the exterior
end 70 of the housing 44 and a second surface 78 that
may project axially beyond or flush with an axially outer
surface of the tube end 64. The cover 74 may be com-
posed of a deformable foam thermoplastic, or any other
suitable deformable or compressable material.
[0016] The gas spring 10 may be assembled in any
suitable manner and its various components may be
manufactured in any suitable manner and composed of
any suitable materials. For example, the casing 12 may
be turned, bored, drilled, tapped, and/or otherwise ma-
chined from a metal tube and/or metal bar stock such as
steel. In another example, the tube 60 may be construct-
ed from, for example, steel, brass, copper, carbon fiber,
and/or any other suitable material(s). The closed end of
the tube 60 may be closed by a forming operation, by
solder, by adhesive, by a plug, and/or in any other suit-
able manner. The interior end of the tube 60 may be
sealed to the housing 44 by a forming operation, by sol-
der, by adhesive, and/or in any other suitable manner.
Moreover, a radially outer surface of the tube 60 axially
spaced from the interior end may be sealed to a corre-
sponding radially inner surface of the housing passage
66, by a forming operation, by solder, by adhesive, and/or
in any other suitable manner.
[0017] In assembly, the guide and seal assembly 14
may be preassembled, including the overtravel pressure
relief tube 60. As set forth above, the tube 60 may be an
interference fit, swaged, adhered, and/or coupled to the
housing 44 in any other suitable manner. Thereafter, the
piston rod 16 may be assembled through the housing 44,
and the assembly 14 with the rod 16 therein may be as-
sembled into the casing 12 and retained therein in any
suitable manner, for example via assembly of the split
ring 34.
[0018] In operation, and with respect to FIG. 2, any
suitable pressurizing device (not shown) may be coupled
to the port 40 to open the valve 64 and introduce pres-
surized gas into the port 40. Once a desired pressure is
reached, the pressurizing device may be retracted to al-
low the valve 64 to close and thereby seal the pressurized
gas within the pressure chamber 17.
[0019] Thereafter, the gas spring 10 may be used for
any suitable purpose and, in the event of an overtravel
condition where a machine component travels beyond a
design intent position with respect to the gas spring 10,
the machine component strikes the exterior end 64 of the
tube 60, resulting in rupture of the tube 60, for instance,
at the exterior end 64 of the tube 60. Such rupture will
allow pressurized gas in the chamber 17 to escape
through the ruptured tube 60 to the exterior of the gas
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spring.
[0020] In one embodiment, the tube 60 also could func-
tion as an overpressure device, for example, wherein the
wall thickness of the end portion 64 of the tube 60 is
suitably calibrated for a correct or desired failure pres-
sure.
[0021] FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate another presently pre-
ferred form of an assembly 114 (FIG. 4). This form is
similar in many respects to the form of FIGS. 1-3 and like
numerals between the forms generally designate like or
corresponding elements throughout the several views of
the drawing figures. Accordingly, the descriptions of the
embodiments are incorporated by reference into one an-
other in their entireties, and a description of the common
subject matter generally may not be repeated here.
[0022] The assembly 114 may include a piston rod
housing 144, and an overtravel pressure relief feature
118 carried by the housing 144. Other portions, like a
seal, bearing, and wiper are not shown. The feature 118
may include a hollow rod or tube 160 carried by the piston
rod housing 144 and may include an interior end 162,
and may extend axially proud of or beyond the housing
144 at an exterior end 164. The tube 160 may be carried
in a through passage 166 in the housing 144 that extends
axially between and intersects an interior end 168 of the
housing 144 and an exterior end 170 of the housing 144.
[0023] The tube interior end 162 may be recessed with-
in the interior end 168 of the housing 144 and may be
flared to establish a shoulder to engage the housing 144.
The tube exterior end 162 may include an enlarged an-
nular bead 172 to engage the exterior end 170 of the
housing 144. The tube 160 may be axially trapped to the
housing 144 between the flared interior end 168 and the
bead 172 at the exterior end 162. The bead 172 may be
produced by axially compressing the tube 160, for exam-
ple, when the tube 160 is manufactured, or after the tube
160 has been assembled to the housing 144.
[0024] With reference to FIG. 5, the exterior end 164
of the tube 160 is configured to rupture when struck. For
example, in the event of an overtravel condition where a
machine component travels beyond a design intent po-
sition, the machine component strikes the exterior end
164 of the tube 160, resulting in rupture of the tube 160,
for instance, at the exterior end 164 of the tube 160. Ac-
cordingly, the exterior end 164 may develop an aperture
165, which may be a crack, hole, or any other suitable
passage to allow pressurized gas to escape there-
through. In any case, such rupture will allow pressurized
gas in a pressure chamber to escape through the rup-
tured tube 160.
[0025] FIGS. 6-7 illustrate another presently preferred
form of an assembly 214 (FIG. 6). This form is similar in
many respects to the forms of FIGS. 1-5 and like numer-
als between the forms generally designate like or corre-
sponding elements throughout the several views of the
drawing figures. Accordingly, the descriptions of the em-
bodiments are incorporated by reference into one anoth-
er in their entireties, and a description of the common

subject matter generally may not be repeated here.
[0026] The assembly 214 may include a piston rod
housing 244, and an overtravel pressure relief feature
218 carried by the housing 244. The feature 218 may
include a plunger pin 260 carried by the piston rod hous-
ing 244 and may include an interior end 262, and may
extend axially proud of or beyond the housing 244 at an
exterior end 264. In the illustrated example, the pin 260
is hollow and open at both ends but, as discussed herein
below, the pin 260 may be solid. The exterior end 264
may be enlarged and configured for press fit retention to
the piston rod housing 244 during an overtravel condition.
[0027] For example, the plunger pin 260 may be slid-
ably carried in a blind passage 266 in the housing 244
that extends axially between ends 268, 270 of the hous-
ing 244, and intersects the exterior end 270. The pin 260
may be installed with an enlarged exterior end 264 in an
interference fit condition with the passage 266. The in-
terference fit may be used to hold the pin in place, espe-
cially because since the gas spring may be inverted. The
interference fit does not create a large enough force to
counteract the function of piercing the housing when the
rod 260 is driven axially inwardly during an overtravel
condition. At the other end, the passage 266 includes a
bottom end or wall 269 at the interior end 268 of the hous-
ing 244, and to which the interior end 262 of the rod 260
is proximate or axially adjacent. The bottom wall 269 is
relatively thin; thick enough to not rupture under forces
due to normal operating pressures within a gas spring
pressure chamber, but thin enough to facilitate being rup-
tured by the plunger pin 260 during an overtravel condi-
tion. The pin 260 should be of sufficient wall thickness
and material strength so that it is stiff enough to transmit
longitudinal displacement along its length and not deform
itself.
[0028] Accordingly, and with reference to FIG. 7, the
rod 260 is configured to rupture the bottom thin wall 269
during an overtravel condition. For example, the interior
end 262 of the rod 260 may have one or more spikes 263
that may pierce the bottom wall 269 when the rod 260 is
driven axially inwardly during an overtravel condition. In
other embodiments, the interior end 262 of the rod 260
may be pointed or of any other suitable geometry and
may have any other suitable features to pierce or other-
wise cut or rupture the bottom wall 269.
[0029] In the event of an overtravel condition where a
machine component travels beyond a design intent po-
sition, the machine component strikes the exterior end
264 of the plunger pin 260, thereby driving the plunger
pin 260 into the housing 244 so that the interior end 262
of the rod 262 ruptures the thin wall portion 269 of housing
244. Such rupture will allow pressurized gas in a pressure
chamber to escape through the hollow or flatted plunger
pin 260.
[0030] In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 6A and
6B, a pin 360 may include a cylindrical or circular body
359 and an axially extending radial relief 361, such as a
groove or a flat. Accordingly, when the pin 360 is carried
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in the passage 266 (FIG. 6), a fluid path may be defined
between the relief 361 and the passage 266 (FIG. 6).
Accordingly, in the event of an overtravel condition, pres-
surized gas could flow through the ruptured thin wall 269
(FIG. 6), along the relief 361 and out of the gas spring.
In other embodiments, the pin 360 may be solid and ax-
ially relieved in any other suitable manner, for instance,
with one or more external flutes, helical grooves, or any
other suitable reliefs.
[0031] The overtravel pressure relief feature 218 also
may include a protective cover 174 carried around the
exterior end 264 of the rod 260. In this embodiment, the
cover 174 may be a dust cover that may be used to re-
place the dust cover 52 of the embodiment of FIGS. 1-3.
In other words, the protective cover 174 may double as
a dust cover. The protective cover 174 includes a first
surface 176 positioned against the exterior end 270 of
the housing 244 and a second surface 178 that is re-
cessed below an axially outer surface of the exterior end
264 of the rod 260. The cover 174 also may include an
axially extending annular portion 175 interengaged with
the piston rod housing 244 in any suitable manner, for
instance, via interengaging axial shoulders or beads as
illustrated.
[0032] FIGS. 8 and 9 illustrate another presently pre-
ferred form of an assembly 314 in which an overtravel
pressure relief member may employ a pin that may be
directly activated by a plate driver. This form is similar in
many respects to the forms of FIGS. 1-7 and like numer-
als between the forms generally designate like or corre-
sponding elements throughout the several views of the
drawing figures. Accordingly, the descriptions of the em-
bodiments are incorporated by reference into one anoth-
er in their entireties, and a description of the common
subject matter generally may not be repeated here.
[0033] The assembly 314 may include a piston rod
housing 344, and an overtravel pressure relief feature
318 carried by the housing 344. The piston rod housing
344 may be positioned between the piston rod 316 and
the interior of the casing 312. One or more guide bushings
346 may positioned between the outer surface of the pis-
ton rod 316 and the inside surface of the piston rod hous-
ing 344. An O-ring casing seal 354 and a support ring
355 may be positioned between the outer surface of the
piston rod housing 344 and the inner surface of the casing
312, and a rod seal 348 may be positioned between the
inside surface of the piston rod housing 344 and the outer
surface of the piston rod 316. The casing seal 354 and
the rod seal 348 prevent the escape of gas from the pres-
sure chamber 317 to the atmosphere. A retainer groove
332 may be formed on the inner surface of the casing
312, and a split ring 334 may be positioned in the retainer
groove 332 to maintain the piston rod housing 344 in its
assembled state in the housing 344.
[0034] A housing fitting or relief pin 360 having a for-
ward or exterior end 361 and a rearward or interior end
362 may be carried in an axially extending blind bore 366
formed in the piston rod housing 344. The rearward end

362 may have a reduced diameter portion compared to
the rest of the pin 360. A longitudinal relief 367 (for ex-
ample, a flat or a groove) may be formed on the outer
surface of the pin 360 from the forward end 361 to the
rearward end 362 so that a pressure relief passage 368
may be formed between the relief 367 and the blind bore
366 in the piston rod housing 344 when the pin 360 is
positioned in the blind bore 366. An annular channel 370
may be formed in the piston rod housing 344 that is in
fluid communication with the pressure chamber 317 and
is normally at the same pressure as the gas in the pres-
sure chamber 317. A boundary wall 372 may separate
the annular channel 370 from the rearward end of the
axially extending blind bore 366 to prevent the escape
of gas from the annular channel 370 through the axial
bore 366. The wall 372 may be disposed axially between
the annular channel 370 and the seal 354, and may ex-
tend radially outward with respect to the bore 366. The
interior or rearward end 362 of the pin 360 may be con-
figured to pierce through the boundary wall 372 in re-
sponse to an axial force applied to the pin 360.
[0035] A plate driver 374 may be mounted on the piston
rod housing 344 and a plate seal 376 may be positioned
in a groove 377 formed in the plate driver 374 and may
form a seal between the cylindrical outer surface 378 of
the plate driver 374 and the interior surface of the casing
312. A rod wiper 379 may be mounted between the outer
surface of the piston rod 312 and a facing surface 384
of the plate driver 374. The plate driver 374 has an out-
wardly facing drive surface 382 that may be coplanar with
the outward facing drive surface 384 of the piston rod
312, and an inwardly facing bearing surface 386 that may
bear on the forward or exterior end 361 of the pin 360.
[0036] With reference to FIG. 9, the interior or rearward
end 362 of the pin 360 is positioned adjacent to the
boundary wall 372 formed in the piston rod housing 344
and is configured to pierce or otherwise breach the
boundary wall 372 in response to being driven into the
boundary wall.
[0037] In the event of an overtravel condition where a
machine component travels beyond a design intent po-
sition, the machine component strikes the plate driver
374. The plate driver 374 is free to travel rearward a suf-
ficient distance to drive the interior or rearward end 362
of the pin 360 through the boundary wall 372 into the
annular channel 370. The resulting breach in the bound-
ary wall 372 will allow pressurized gas in the pressure
chamber 317 to escape from the annular channel 370
through a relief path formed by the passageway 368 be-
tween the longitudinal relief 367 on the pin 360 and the
bore 366 from the annular channel 370 to the outside
atmosphere, for example, around the driver 374 or
through any suitable passage or relief therein.
[0038] FIGS. 10 and 11 illustrate another presently pre-
ferred form of an assembly 414 in which an overtravel
pressure relief member may employ a breakable fitting
or pin that may be directly activated by a plate driver.
This form is similar in many respects to the forms of FIGS.
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1-9 and like numerals between the forms generally des-
ignate like or corresponding elements throughout the
several views of the drawing figures. Accordingly, the
descriptions of the embodiments are incorporated by ref-
erence into one another in their entireties, and a descrip-
tion of the common subject matter generally may not be
repeated here.
[0039] The assembly 414 may include a piston rod
housing 444, and an overtravel pressure relief feature
418 carried by the housing 444. The feature 418 may
comprise the piston rod housing 444 that may be posi-
tioned between the piston rod 416 and the interior of the
casing 412. The piston rod housing 444 may have one
or more guide bushings 446 that may positioned between
the outer surface of the piston rod 416 and the inside
surface of the piston rod housing 444. A casing seal 454
and a seal backup 455 may be positioned between the
outer surface of the piston rod housing 444 and the inner
surface of the casing 412, and a rod seal 448 may be
positioned between the inside surface of the piston rod
housing 444 and the outer surface of the piston rod 416.
The casing seal 454 and the rod seal 448 prevent the
escape of pressurized gas from the pressure chamber
417 to atmosphere. A retainer groove 432 may be formed
on the inner surface of the casing 412, and a split ring
434 may be positioned in the retainer groove 432 to main-
tain the piston rod housing 444 in its assembled state.
[0040] An annular channel 470 may be formed in the
piston rod housing 444 that is in fluid communication with
the pressure chamber and is normally at the same pres-
sure as the gas in the pressure chamber. An axial bore
480 may extend through the piston rod housing 444 from
the annular channel 470 to the interior or rearward end
of a breakable fitting or pin 460, best seen in FIGS. 11-13.
A plate driver 474 may be mounted on the piston rod
housing 444 and may be formed from material such as
iron or steel, or other suitable high strength material. A
plate seal 476 may be positioned in a groove 477 formed
in the plate driver 474 and may form a seal between the
outer cylindrical surface 478 of the plate driver 474 and
the interior surface of the casing 412. The plate driver
474 has an outward facing drive surface 482 that may
be parallel with the outward facing drive surface 484 of
the piston rod 416, and an inward facing bearing surface
486 that may bear on the exterior or forward end or head
of the breakable fitting or pin 460. The outward facing
drive surface 482 of the plate driver may be orthogonal
to the axis or normal direction of travel of the piston rod
in the casing.
[0041] The breakable fitting or pin 460 is shown in detail
in FIGS. 12 and 13. The breakable fitting or pin 460 is
not limited to a slender design as shown in connection
with FIG. 8, but may be plug shaped and may have a
head and an enlarged diameter body as described here-
in. The breakable pin 460 may be formed of metal and
may have a head 462 and a body portion 464 with an
axial blind bore 465. The bore 465 extends from a location
just behind a forward or outer axial end wall of the head

462 to a rearward or inner axial end of the elongated
body 464. In other words, the bore 465 may be a blind
passage open to an open end of the pin 460 and closed
at a closed end of the pin 460.
[0042] A portion of the head 462 and the body 464 of
the fitting or pin 460 may included a relieved portion 468
to create a weakening 467 in the body between the re-
lieved portion 468 and the bore 465. The relieved portion
may be a chordally extending flat that may be milled into
the pin 460, or otherwise machined, formed, or provided
therein. The weakening 467 could be a single feature or
multiple features to allow rupture or shear but not detach-
ment. The fitting or pin 460 also may include a threaded
portion 461 for threaded coupling to a corresponding
threaded portion of the bore 465. Also, the pin 460 may
carry a seal 463 between the threaded portion 461 and
the head 462 to seal the pin to the bore 465.
[0043] In the event of an overtravel condition where a
machine component travels beyond a design intent po-
sition, the machine component strikes the plate driver
474. The plate driver 474 is free to travel rearward a suf-
ficient distance to impact the head 462 of the breakable
pin 460, rupturing the weakening 467 in the body. The
rupture will allow pressurized gas in a pressure chamber
to escape from the annular channel 470 and through the
axial bore in the piston rod housing 444, through the bore
465 in the breakable pin 460, and through the rupture
that occurs in the breakable pin to the atmosphere.
[0044] FIGS. 14-16 illustrate another presently pre-
ferred form of an assembly 514 in which an overtravel
pressure relief member may employ a breakable housing
fitting that may be directly activated by a die. This form
is similar in many respects to the forms of FIGS. 1-13
and like numerals between the forms generally designate
like or corresponding elements throughout the several
views of the drawing figures. Accordingly, the descrip-
tions of the embodiments are incorporated by reference
into one another in their entireties, and a description of
the common subject matter generally may not be repeat-
ed here.
[0045] Referring to FIGS. 14 and 15, the assembly 514
may include a piston rod housing 544, and an overtravel
pressure relief feature 518 carried by the housing 544.
The feature 518 may be positioned between the piston
rod 516 and the interior of the casing 512. The piston rod
housing 544 may comprise one or more guide bushings
546 that may be positioned between the outer surface of
the piston rod 516 and the inside surface of the piston
rod housing 544. A casing seal 554 may be positioned
between the outer surface of the piston rod housing 544
and the inner surface of the casing 512, and a rod seal
548 may be positioned between the inside surface of the
piston rod housing 544 and the outer surface of the piston
rod 516. The casing seal 554 and the rod seal 548 prevent
the escape of pressurized gas from a pressure chamber
517 to the atmosphere.
[0046] An annular channel 570 may be formed in the
piston rod housing 544 that is in fluid communication with
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the pressure chamber 517 and is normally at the same
pressure as the gas in the pressure chamber 517. An
axial passage 580 may extend through the piston rod
housing 544 from the annular channel 570 to the rear-
ward end of a breakable pin or housing fitting 560. A
retainer groove 532 may be formed on the inner surface
of the casing 512, and a split ring 534 may be positioned
in the retainer groove 532 to maintain the piston rod hous-
ing 544 in its assembled state. A plastic protector 590
may be inserted into the open end of the casing 512 and
surrounds the forward end of the piston rod housing 544.
The plastic protector 590 may extend beyond the end of
the open end of the casing 512 and may contain a mount-
ing aperture 592 that receives a breakable housing fitting
560.
[0047] The breakable housing fitting 560 is shown in
detail in FIG. 16. The breakable housing fitting 560 may
have a head 562 and an elongated body 564 that may
be formed with an axial blind bore 565. The bore 565
extends from a location just behind a forward or outer
axial end wall of the head 562 to a rearward or inner axial
end of the elongated body 564. In other words, the bore
565 may be a blind passage open to an open end of the
pin 560 and closed at a closed end of the pin 560. The
bore 565 may extend from just behind the head 562 to
the rearward end 566 of the elongated body 564.
[0048] The head 562 may have a relieved portion 568
which reduces the thickness of the material of the body
564 between the relieved portion 568 and the bore 565,
and as a result creates a weakening 567 in the body 564
in the region of the relieved portion 568. The bore 565
communicates with the axial passage 580 through the
piston rod housing 544 that communicates with the an-
nular channel 570 formed in the piston rod housing 544.
The relieved portion may be a chordally extending flat
that may be milled into the pin 560, or otherwise ma-
chined, formed, or provided therein. The pin 560 also
may include a threaded portion 561 for threaded coupling
to a corresponding threaded portion of the bore 565. Also,
the pin 560 may carry a seal 563 between the threaded
portion 561 and the head 562 to seal the pin 560 to the
bore 565.
[0049] In the event of an overtravel condition where a
machine component travels beyond a design intent po-
sition, the machine component strikes the end of the plas-
tic protector 590. The plastic protector 590 will deform
under the force of the machine component, and contin-
ued travel of the machine component will impact the head
562 of the breakable housing fitting 560, fracturing or
rupturing the weakening 567 in the fitting 560. The rupture
will allow pressurized gas in a pressure chamber to es-
cape from the annular channel 570, through the axial
passage 580 in the piston rod housing 544, through the
bore 565 in the breakable housing fitting 560, and through
the break that occurs in the weakening 567 in the ruptur-
able housing fitting 560 to the atmosphere.
[0050] FIG. 17 illustrates another presently preferred
form of an assembly 614 in which an overtravel pressure

relief member may employ a pin that may be directly ac-
tivated by a die. This form is similar in many respects to
the forms of FIGS. 1-16 and like numerals between the
forms generally designate like or corresponding ele-
ments throughout the several views of the drawing fig-
ures. Accordingly, the descriptions of the embodiments
are incorporated by reference into one another in their
entireties, and a description of the common subject mat-
ter generally may not be repeated here.
[0051] The assembly 614 may include a piston rod
housing 644, and an overtravel pressure relief feature
618 carried by the housing 644. The feature 618 may
comprise a piston rod housing 644 that may be positioned
between the outer cylindrical surface of the piston rod
616 and the interior of the casing 612. The piston rod
housing 644 may comprise a body that may have one or
more guide bushings 646 that may positioned between
the outer surface of the piston rod 616 and the inside
surface of the piston rod housing 644. A casing seal 654
may be positioned between the outer surface of the piston
rod housing 644 and the inner surface of the casing 612,
and a rod seal 648 may be positioned between the inside
surface of the piston rod housing 644 and the outer sur-
face of the piston rod 616. The casing seal 654 and the
rod seal 648 prevent the escape of pressurized gas from
the pressure chamber 617 to atmosphere.
[0052] An annular channel 670 may be formed in the
piston rod housing 644 that is in fluid communication with
the pressure chamber 617. A boundary wall 672 may
separate the annular channel 670 from an axially extend-
ing blind bore 666 formed in the piston rod housing 644.
A retainer groove 632 may be formed on the inner surface
of the casing 612, and a split ring 634 may be positioned
in the retainer groove 632 to maintain the piston rod hous-
ing 644 in its assembled state. The boundary wall 672
may be disposed axially between the annular channel
670 and the seal 654, and may extend radially outward
with respect to the blind bore 666.
[0053] A plastic protector 690 may be inserted into the
open end of the casing 616 and surrounds the forward
end of the piston rod housing 644. The plastic protector
690 may extend beyond the end of the open end of the
casing 616 and may contain an axial bore 680 that re-
ceives an elongated pin 660.
[0054] The elongated pin 660 may be similar to the pin
360 shown in FIGS. 8 and 9. The elongated pin 660 has
a forward end 661 and a rearward end 662 and a longi-
tudinal relief, for example a flat 667, may be formed on
the outer surface of the pin 660 so that a pressure relief
passage may be formed between the 667 flat and the
axial bore 666 in the piston rod housing 644 when the
pin 660 is positioned in the axial bore 666. The rearward
end 662 of the elongated pin 660 may be configured to
pierce through or otherwise rupture the boundary wall
672 in response to an axial force applied to the pin 660.
[0055] In the event of an overtravel condition where a
machine component travels beyond a design intent po-
sition, the machine component strikes the end of the plas-
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tic protector 690. The plastic protector 690 will deform
under the force of the machine component, and contin-
ued travel of the machine component will impact the for-
ward end of the pin 660 and will drive the rearward end
662 of the pin 660 through the boundary wall 672 into
the annular channel 670. The breach in the boundary
wall 672 will allow pressurized gas in the pressure cham-
ber to escape from the annular channel 670 through the
passageway formed between the longitudinal flat 667 on
the pin 660 and the bore 666 through the piston rod hous-
ing 644 to atmosphere.
[0056] The embodiments of FIGS. 8, 9, and 17 include
an overtravel pressure relief pin 360, 660 carried in a
blind bore 366, 666 of a piston rod housing 344, 644 and
having an exterior end 361, 661 for contact with a driving
member and an interior end 362, 662 for rupturing a por-
tion of the piston rod housing 344, 644 when the driving
member drives the pin 360, 660 further into the piston
rod housing 344, 644, and wherein the pin 360, 660 may
have a longitudinally extending relief 367, 667 to define
an overpressure relief passage between the pin 360, 660
and the piston rod housing 344, 644.
[0057] The embodiments of FIGS. 10-16 include an
overtravel pressure relief member pin 460, 560 carried
in a through bore 480, 580 of the piston rod housing 444,
544 and having an open end, a blind bore 465, 565 in
the open end and terminating at a closed exterior end
462, 562 for contact with a driving member, wherein the
exterior end 462, 562 has a weakening 467, 567 to rup-
ture the pin 460, 560 when the driving member drives
the pin 460, 560 toward the piston rod housing 444, 544,
and wherein the pin 460, 560 also may have a threaded
portion 461, 561 threaded into a corresponding threaded
portion of the through bore 480, 580 of the piston rod
housing 444, 544 and the weakening 467, 567 may be
a chordally extending flat in a side of the closed exterior
end 462, 562 of the pin 460, 560.
[0058] In any of the embodiments, the driving member
may be a machine component, for example, a die plate,
or the driving member may be a plate or the like coupled
to the piston rod.
[0059] In one or more of the forms disclosed above,
the overtravel pressure relief member does not fail during
normal use from gas pressure fluctuations in the pressure
chamber, for example, over 150-300 bar. Also, the mem-
ber is retained during an overtravel condition to prevent
any secondary hazard. The overtravel pressure relief fea-
ture is configured to discharge pressure with overtravel
on the order of 0.5 to 1.5 mm. The overtravel pressure
relief feature allows for normal operation of a gas spring
and is configured for retrofit of existing products, which
also can be serviced by an existing product repair kit and
procedure.
[0060] It should be appreciated that one of ordinary
skill in the art will recognize other embodiments encom-
passed within the scope of this invention. The plurality
of arrangements shown and described above are merely
illustrative and not a complete or exhaustive list or rep-

resentation. Of course, still other embodiments and im-
plementations can be achieved in view of this disclosure.
The embodiments described above are intended to be
illustrative and not limiting. The scope of the invention is
defined by the claims that follow.

Claims

1. A piston rod housing assembly for a gas spring, com-
prising:

a piston rod housing including:

an interior end,
an exterior end axially spaced from the in-
terior end, and
an overtravel pressure relief passage ex-
tending generally axially through the piston
rod housing and intersecting the exterior
end; and

an overtravel pressure relief member carried in
the overtravel pressure relief passage and hav-
ing an exterior end that projects axially beyond
the piston rod housing.

2. The assembly of claim 1, further comprising a pro-
tective cover carried around the exterior end of the
overtravel pressure relief member.

3. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the overtravel pressure relief mem-
ber is a tubular member wherein the exterior end is
closed.

4. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the tubular member includes an in-
terior end that is open.

5. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the tubular member is coupled to
the housing by at least one of an interference fit,
swaging, adhesive, or solder.

6. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the tubular member is composed of
at least one of steel, copper, brass, or carbon fiber.

7. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims except claim 3, wherein the overtravel pres-
sure relief passage is a through passage that also
intersects the interior end the piston rod housing,
and the overtravel pressure relief member is a tubu-
lar member wherein the exterior end thereof is
closed.

8. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
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claims except claim 7, wherein the overtravel pres-
sure relief passage is a blind passage having a bot-
tom wall at the interior end of the piston rod housing,
and the overtravel pressure relief member includes
an interior end disposed proximate the bottom wall
of the overtravel pressure relief passage and is con-
figured to rupture the bottom wall during an overtrav-
el condition.

9. The assembly of claim 8, wherein the overtravel
pressure relief member includes a hollow rod or a
solid pin with an axially extending radial relief, having
an interior end with at least one spike and wherein
the exterior end is enlarged and configured for press
fit retention to the piston rod housing during an over-
travel condition.

10. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims except claim 9 wherein the overtravel pres-
sure relief member is a pin carried in a blind bore of
the piston rod housing and having an exterior end
for contact with a driving member and an interior end
for rupturing a portion of the piston rod housing when
the driving member drives the pin further into the
piston rod housing.

11. The assembly of claim 10 wherein the pin has a lon-
gitudinally extending relief to define an overpressure
relief passage between the pin and the piston rod
housing.

12. The assembly according to any one of the preceding
claims except claims 9 to 11 wherein the overtravel
pressure relief member is a pin carried in a through
bore of the piston rod housing and having an open
end, a blind bore in the open end and terminating at
a closed exterior end for contact with a driving mem-
ber, wherein the exterior end has a weakening to
rupture the pin when the driving member drives the
pin toward the piston rod housing.

13. The assembly of claim 12 wherein the pin also has
a threaded portion threaded into a corresponding
threaded portion of the through bore of the piston
rod housing and the weakening is a chordally ex-
tending flat in a side of the closed exterior end of the
pin.

14. A gas spring for forming equipment, comprising:

a casing including an axially extending side wall,
an open end, a transversely extending closed
end wall axially spaced from the open end, a
pressure chamber established in part by the side
and end walls to receive a gas under pressure;
a piston rod received at least in part in the casing
for reciprocation between extended and retract-
ed positions; and

the assembly of claim 1 disposed between the
piston rod and the casing.

15. The gas spring of claim 14, further comprising a pro-
tective cover carried around the exterior end of the
overtravel pressure relief member, wherein the pro-
tective cover includes a first surface positioned
against the exterior end of the housing and a second
surface that is flush with or projects axially beyond
an axially outer surface of the exterior end of the
overtravel pressure relief member.

16. The gas spring of claim 14, further comprising a pro-
tective cover carried around the exterior end of the
overtravel pressure relief member, wherein the pro-
tective cover includes a first surface positioned
against the exterior end of the housing and a second
surface that is recessed beneath an axially outer sur-
face of the exterior end of the overtravel pressure
relief member, and also includes an axially extending
annular portion interengaged with the piston rod
housing.
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